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Chapter 8: Biopython

Biopython is a collection of modules that implement 
common bioinformatical tasks in an easy-to-use way.

In this chapter you will learn about:

1.  reading/writing sequence data

2.  parsing BLAST results

3.  accessing biological databases

4.  cutting sequences with restriction enzymes



  

Biopython modules

The functionality of biopython is bundled into modules. Which 
share the namespace Bio, e.g.

● Bio.SeqIO : sequence input / output

● Bio.AlignIO : alignment input / output

● Bio.Blast : BLAST searches

● Bio.Restriction : restriction enzymes

● Bio.Entrez : NCBI search

● many more...



  

Creating a Sequence object

DNA/protein sequences are stored as Seq objects:

if you want to be specific, you can specify the letter alphabet:

from Bio.Seq import Seq
sequence = Seq("ATCG")

from Bio.Alphabet import IUPAC
dna_seq = Seq("ATCG", IUPAC.unambiquous_dna)
protein_seq = Seq("MLYAPG", IUPAC.protein)



  

Working with Sequence objects

Seq objects behave like strings in many ways:

● get sequence length:

● count occurrences:

● check prefix:

● extract sub-sequence:

● search for sub-sequence:

● change case:

● split sequence:

len(sequence)

sequence = Seq("GATTACA")

sequence.count("T")

sequence.startswith("ATG")

sequence[3:7]

sequence.find("TAC")

sequence.lower()

sequence.split("TAG")



  

Working with sequences

These methods are unique to Seq objects:
● get the reverse complement:

● convert DNA to RNA:

● convert DNA to protein:

>>> sequence.reverse_complement()
Seq('TGTAATC', Alphabet())

sequence = Seq("GATTACA")

>>> sequence.transcribe()
Seq('GAUUACA', Alphabet())

>>> sequence.translate()
Seq('DY', ExtendedIUPACProtein())



  

Create sequence record

create a SeqRecord object to add header information:

attributes can be accesses directly:

SeqRecords are used for input and output of sequences

from Bio.SeqRecord import SeqRecord
dna_record = SeqRecord(dna_seq, id="seq1")

print(dna_record.format("fasta")

if dna_record.id == "COX":
    dna_record.name = "cytochrome c oxidase"



  

Sequence input

read a single sequence from a FASTA file with SeqIO.read:

→ SeqIO.read returns a SeqRecord object

for more than one sequence, use SeqIO.parse:

from Bio import SeqIO
record = SeqIO.read("sequence.fasta", "fasta")

records = SeqIO.parse("reads.fq", "fastq"):
for rec in records:
    # do something with SeqRecord



  

Sequence output

SeqIO.write writes sequences to a file:

SeqIO.convert can used to convert from one format to 
another in one step (original file remains unchanged):

SeqIO.write(seq_list, "sequence.fasta", "fasta")

SeqIO.convert("reads.fq", "fastq", "reads.fasta", "fasta")



  

Additional sequence goodies

● other formats can also be read (e.g. gbk, sff, nexus, …)
→ see http://biopython.org/wiki/SeqIO  for a list

● many useful functions are included in Bio.SeqUtils

● inspect what you can do with it:

>>> from Bio import SeqUtils
>>> help(SeqUtils)

http://biopython.org/wiki/SeqIO


  

Exercise 8-1: Filtering DNA sequences

Input data:

DNA sequencing reads in FASTQ format in file sample1.fq

Write a script that:

1.  reads the sequences

2.  writes only those reads which

a) are >= 200 bp long

b) do not contain any uncalled bases (i.e. 'N's)

 to an output file sample1_filtered.fq



  

Exercise 8-2: Calculate FASTQ stats

Input data:
DNA sequences in FASTQ format from file reads.fq

Write a script that 

a)calculates the following values for each read:
id, length, GC content, A count, T count, C count, G count, 
avg. quality

b)writes these as columns to a csv file (one row per read) 

Hints: 

● You can use Bio.SeqUtils.GC for calculating GC content

● find base qualities for each record in 
record.letter_annotations["phred_quality"]



  

BLAST

● The Bio.Blast module contains all the functionality 
concerning BLAST

● NCBI BLAST can be executed from within python, both

– online searches and

– local BLAST
● for a large set of sequences, better run the BLAST search 

separately and read the results with python



  

Parsing BLAST results

the Bio.Blast.NCBIXML module can read XML output 
generated by BLAST (run blast with option "-outfmt 5"):

see the Biopython tutorial for more infos:
http://biopython.org/DIST/docs/tutorial/Tutorial.html#sec100 

from Bio.Blast import NCBIXML
handle = open("blast_results.xml")
records = NCBIXML.parse(handle)

for rec in records:
    n_align = len(record.alignments)
    print(record.query + ": " + str(n_align))

http://biopython.org/DIST/docs/tutorial/Tutorial.html#sec100


  

Biological databases

Biopython currently includes support for these biological 
databases:

● NCBI (Entrez)

● ExPASy (Expert Protein Analysis System + much more...)

● SCOP (Structural Classification Of Proteins)



  

Entrez, s'il vous plaît

● Entrez is a data retrieval system

● provides access to NCBI's databases 
(GenBank, PubMed, …)

● can be accessed through a web browser:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez

● Biopython includes the Bio.Entrez module to send 
queries

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez


  

Entrez: important functions

Entrez provides the following functions to interact with it:

All those functions live in the namespace Bio.Entrez

function explanation

einfo get meta information about NCBI databases

esearch send a query to NCBI and receive a GI list

efetch download records from NCBI by their GI

... There are more. Call help(Entrez) in the CLI to see 
the documentation



  

Entrez: Data retrieval process

retrieving data from NCBI always happens in two steps:

1.  search a database by certain search criteria with 
Entrez.esearch
→ gives you a list of record ids

2.  download the records with Entrez.efetch
→ gives you a handle (similar to a file object)



  

NCBI searches

NCBI has its own way of writing search terms:
→ http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK3837

A straightforward way is to build your queries first with the 
"Advanced Search Builder":

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK3837


  

Querying NCBI

With a given search string you can search any NCBI 
database with Entrez.esearch:

The Entrez.read function converts the XML result into a 
dictionary for you:

from Bio import Entrez
# always tell NCBI who you are
Entrez.email = "harald.detering@fu-berlin.de"
query = "Balamuthia[Orgn]"
handle = Entrez.esearch(db="nucleotide", term=query)

record = Entrez.read(handle)
hit_count = record["Count"]
hit_ids = record["IdList"]



  

Downloading records from NCBI

With the id list from the search step, use Entrez.efetch to 
download the actual records:

You can read the result handle with SeqIO.parse:

id_str = ",".join(hit_ids)
handle = Entrez.efetch(db="nucleotide", id=id_str,
         rettype="gb")

from Bio import SeqIO
records = SeqIO.parse(handle, "gb")
for rec in records:

print("downloaded record " + rec.id)



  

Recap: biological databases

In this section you have learned:

● how to query an NCBI database with the Entrez module 
using search criteria

● downloading records from NCBI

● how to parse the result using the SeqIO module



  

Restriction enzymes

Biopython provides the awesome Bio.Restriction module 
which can help you:

● inspecting and comparing restriction enzymes

● searching for cutting sites in DNA sequences

● digesting DNA sequences in silico with one ore more 
enzymes



  

Inspecting restriction enzymes

A lot of information is included in the restriction enzyme 
objects:

>>> from Bio.Restriction import EcoRI
>>> # enzyme's recognition site
>>> EcoRI.site
'GAATTC'
>>> # cutting frequency (statistically)
>>> EcoRI.freq
4096
>>> # how does the enzyme cut?
>>> EcoRI.elucidate()
'G^AATT_C'
>>> # is it a blunt cutter?
>>> EcoRI.is_blunt()
False



  

Finding restriction sites

find restriction sites for an enzyme with the search method:

sequences can be cut in silico with a restriction enzyme using 
the catalyze method:

dna = SeqIO.read("dna.fasta", "fasta")
sites = EcoRI.search(dna.seq)

dna = SeqIO.read("dna.fasta", "fasta")
fragments = EcoRI.catalyze(dna.seq)



  

Recap

In this chapter you learned about

● that Biopython is a collection of modules to make your 
bioinformatics life easier

● how to read, write and change the format of sequence 
data using Bio.SeqIO

● parsing BLAST results using Bio.Blast.NCBIXML

● downloading records from GenBank using Bio.Entrez

● working with restriction enzymes using Bio.Restriction
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